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12 BOARD TILES: MEADOW

12 STRAIGHT TILES: WABBIT PENS 12 L-SHAPED TILES: GOBBALL PENS

In the vast Cania Plains, two brothers are rearing animals.
One raises WABBITS and likes to build long, straight pens  for them.  
He's convinced that this shape soothes them and helps them reproduce better.
One raises GOBBALLS and likes to build L-shaped pens  for them.
He thinks this shape stimulates their wool to grow better. 

You will take turns playing as one of the brothers and attempt to have the last word.
Your goal is to build more pens than your opponent! You will receive penalty points for 
every unbuilt pen you have left over at the end of the round.
Then you switch roles. After two rounds, the player with the fewest penalty points 
wins the game.

Spread the MEADOW tiles out randomly on the table. Keep 
the center of the table empty. This is where the two players will lay 
out the MEADOW where they will build their pens.

The youngest player takes the WABBIT pens . This player goes first. 

Their opponent takes the GOBBALL pens .

GOAL OF THE GAME

SETUP

INTRODUCTION

GAME PIECES

Every spring, the brothers fight over who gets to build their pens where in order to have  
the best grass. And since they can never agree, there's always one who builds fewer pens 
than the other – and it's taking a toll on their relationship.
Help them fight it out!
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ROUND ONE

The game is played in 2 rounds. Each round has 2 phases: 

1)  laying out the Meadow 
2)  building the Pens

1)  Lay Out the Meadow
The first player takes one MEADOW tile and puts it in the center of the table. The players 
then take turns choosing one MEADOW tile at a time and connecting it to the MEADOW 
tiles that have already been placed, according to the following rules:

The Meadow is complete when all the Meadow 
tiles have been placed in the center of the table.

2)  Build the Pens
The player raising WABBITS always goes first. They build one of their pens on the  
MEADOW, covering exactly 3 squares.
Then, the player raising GOBBALLS builds a pen on the MEADOW, covering exactly  
3 squares. Play continues with each player alternating turns.

GAMEPLAY

One after the other, the players continue to 
place their pens until neither player can fit 
any more pens on the MEADOW.
If one of the two players cannot place any 
more pens, the other continues.

Tiles must share at least one edge with another 
tile (not just touching at one corner). 

No Pen tile may ever cover or overlap  
another Pen tile.

Pen tiles must not hang off the 
edge of the Meadow. 

Pen tiles must not cover any holes in the Meadow.

Tiles must not overlap other tiles.

Each Pen tile must be placed properly on the 
Meadow (it may not overlap partial spaces).

Pens must be built according to the following rules:
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END OF ROUND ONE

ROUND TWO

When no more pens can be placed, the first round ends.

Round One Points
Each player counts the leftover pens that they were NOT able to build.
The player raising WABBITS counts 1 point for every pen they have left over.
The player raising GOBBALLS counts 2 points for every pen they have left over.
Keep note of the point score from round one.

Remove all the tiles (WABBITS , GOBBALLS , MEADOW )  
from the center of the table – you will be laying out a new MEADOW for round two.
The players trade tiles (the player who raised GOBBALLS in round one will now be  
a WABBIT farmer, and vice versa).

Round two is played exactly like the first; and the player now raising WABBITS goes first.
Once all the pens have been built, any pens that could not be placed are counted as 
they were at the end of round one.

END OF THE GAME
At the end of round two, each player adds up their total points for both rounds together. 
The player with the lowest score wins! 
If they are tied, the player who had the smallest score when it was their turn to raise  
WABBITS wins. If they are tied again, the game is a draw.

Sometimes, the brothers' wives help them build pens. The quarrel spreads to their wives 
and the couples fight over where to place the pens...
To play the game with 4 players, form two teams of 2. Sit around the table alternating 
teams so that each player is always between two players of the opposing team.
Each player takes 6 animal pens for the animal their team is raising. 
The players lay out the MEADOW starting with one of the players raising WABBITS,  
and then continuing clockwise in turn. The players then take turns placing pens on the 
MEADOW, again starting with a WABBIT farmer.

IMPORTANT: The players on the same team cannot consult with each other to decide where 
to place their pens. (Players are still allowed to whine and complain if they feel their team-
mate has made a bad move.)

At the end of round one, the teams switch pen types. 
At the end of each round, points are counted exactly as they are in the 2-player version.
At the end of the game, the team with the lowest score wins!

RULES FOR 4 PLAYERS
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1)  Lay Out the Meadow
Take turns placing MEADOW tiles, starting with the WABBIT farmer, until all MEADOW tiles 
have been placed.

2)  Build Your Pens
Place your pens in turn, starting with the WABBIT farmer. Continue placing pens until none 
of the players can place any more.

3)  Count Points
For each pen that you were not able to place, count your points:
• 1 point for each leftover WABBITS pen
• 2 points for each leftover GOBBALL pen

4)  Switch Roles
Play a second round with the other pens. Lay out a new MEADOW, build your pens, and 
count your points. 
The player with the fewest points at the end of round two wins!

QUICK REFERENCE


